Parts List
1. Male Hub (1)
2. Retaining Ring (1)
3. Washer (1)
4. Roll (8)
5. Female Hub (1)

How to Install Coupling
1. Mount hubs on shafts as shown.
2. Place ring then washer over male hub.
3. Bring equipment together and align.
4. Insert rolls into pockets.
5. Position washers and retaining ring as shown.

Rough Alignment
This dimension constant around coupling means rough radial alignment

Accurate Alignment
Mount dial gauge on male hub or shaft indicate here for angular alignment
Indicate here for radial alignment

These faces in line for all teeth means rough angular alignment

⚠️ WARNING:
ROTATING EQUIPMENT IS POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS AND MUST BE PROPERLY GUARDED. THE USER SHOULD COMPLY WITH APPLICABLE SAFETY CODES IN ACCORDANCE TO OSHA STANDARDS.

⚠️ WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov